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An Exploration of the Public Face of Indigenous Cultural
Tourism in the Australian Media
Introduction
Throughout the world, Indigenous communities are aware of the
special opportunities they have to offer to the population at large
to
increase
cultural
awareness
and
general
tolerance
and
appreciation of the other. Indigenous Cultural Tourism (ICT) has
developed as an avenue to facilitate that exchange. While the uptake
of ICT will depend on a range of factors, a fundamental condition
for uptake is the basic awareness of the population that such
opportunities exist.

The aim of the paper is to explore the extent to which the Australian public is exposed to
ICT opportunities. While there will always be people who have been exposed to Indigenous
issues from prior experience, and thus may actively seek additional ICT experience, i it can be
posited that a large number of Australians will not have had that opportunity. To attract that
market segment the ICT industry needs exposure to the audience, with the medium-term aim of
converting that audience from one that passively receives the information to one that actively
seeks opportunities and then acts on them. Obviously, the rate of conversion from passive
reception to active seeking of information, and from seeking information to actually participating
in an ICT experience is of great interest to the industry. Yet any work on conversion rates is quite
futile if the overall level of passive exposure is unknown. The present study aims at filling that
particular gap in knowledge.
The study reported here is the first study that canvasses a range of print media (newspapers
and magazines) as well as television in order to empirically ascertain the frequency with which the
average Australian is exposed to aspects of Indigenous Cultural Tourism opportunities. The
general focus of the study is the south-eastern seaboard of Australia with an emphasis on the
State of Victoria.

Background
The Indigenous Cultural Tourism sector forms a significant industry
in Australia,ii with special interest shown by the international
visitor segment. Between 1995 and 1996, for example, the number of
international visitors engaging in an ICT experience increased by 45
percent.iii
Given the importance of tourism for Australia’s balance of trade,
much effort has been expended on the promotion of and research into
international tourism.iv Studies have shown that Western markets in
particular are interested in Indigenous Cultural Tourism, although
for most visitors the ICT experience did not drive the destination
choice.v Gradually, the domestic market has also become interested in
ICT, but with a time lag compared to the international market.vi

The overall percentage of visitors interested in ICT is relatively low, however. In their study,
Ryan and Huytonvii found for the late 1990s that fewer than 40% of visitors were interested in an
Indigenous experience in the Northern Territory. In a study of visitors to Uluru and the Desert
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Park at Alice Springs, the same authors found that less than 30% of visitors afforded a high
importance ranking to an Indigenous experience. viii
The most recent, government-funded, study into the domestic demand for Indigenous
tourism products ix noted that 54% of all Australians surveyed had participated in an Indigenous
activity (compared to 90% having participated in a nature-based activity). At the same time, while
overall only 45% of the respondents were interested in ICT products, those who had already
been exposed to ICT were more than twice as interested in another experience than those who
had never been exposed (71% vs 29%). Discouragingly, 72% of those without a prior ICT
experience were also not interested in acquiring such an experience. The level of interest in ICT
was found to vary slightly between the states, but not to a significant level. Those who were
interested in obtaining an ICT experience were also more likely to do so in their own state (with
the exception of the ACT).
While the figures reported in the Colmar Brunton report x are an improvement on those
found by studies conducted five years earlier, they are still low and thus, ultimately, disappointing
from an Indigenous tourism marketing perspective. xi

The Power of the Media in influencing destination decisions
Individuals are becoming increasingly reliant on self-sourced
information about travel destinations. The role travel agents play
in helping customers make travel decisions is decliningxii and that
of other sources is increasing, such as the world wide web,xiii
location placement in moviesxiv and television shows,xv reporting in
television
travel
programmes,xvi
articles
in
newspapers
and
xvii
magazines
as well as the emerging field of interactive
television.xviii Because personal sourcing of information is becoming
more and more important, it is of considerable interest to
understand the role played by covertly and overtly induced, as well
as autonomous information sources. Induced information sources are
advertising by destinations or travel agents (overt) and endorsement
by celebrities or bodies perceived to be independent, such as travel
programs and travel pages in the print media (covert). Autonomous
information
sources
are
comprised
of
genuinely
independent
information sources (eg news reports, documentaries) while organic
sources are derived from people who have been there (word-ofmouth).xix

Overall, work on the power of media is limited. While conversion studies consider the
investment made in advertising in its various forms and track which segments provide the
greatest return, xx they are best suited to address the issue of overt induced information provision.
Little work has been done on the incidental uptake of information through exposure to
tourist destinations in the course of other covertly induced information delivery and subsequent
conversion. There is a small but growing body of literature that deals with the correlation of the
influence of settings in movies and television shows and the subsequent visitation of these places
as a tourist destination both overseas xxi and in Australia. xxii Not surprisingly, telemarketers have
begun to look at interactive television as means to increase visitation and thus revenue. xxiii
Methodologically, all studies into conversion as well as information sources need to take into
account the segmentation of the market both along the international/domestic divide as well as
within the segments. Backpackers, for example, source their information differently from retirees
or professionals. xxiv
6

Given that this „product placement‟ seems to have an effect, it can be posited that specific
travel programs, which target an audience already interested in travel, will have an even greater
impact. Such programs, however, are not without their own problems. Examinations of travel
shows in Sweden and the UK have focussed on the interaction between the presenters and the
local communityxxv showing that cultural values of the presenters shape the presentation of
content rather than the actual views of the local community. All studies are based on a qualitative
examination of some case studies. No work, however, seems to have been carried out to assess
the mix of destinations promoted by such programs, nor does any work seem to have been
carried out to assess the coverage of destinations in the print media.

Information for Domestic vs International Visitors
As outlined above, Indigenous cultural tourism in Australia has been
regarded as a niche market attractive to the initiated, with a
greater proportion of inbound tourists expressing an interest in
such experiences than the domestic market.

What is the overall role that the Australian media play in influencing tourist behaviour? The
market for ICT falls into two parts: international and domestic. A survey of Indigenous Tourism
in 1999 showed prior to coming to Australia that the majority of international visitors drew
predominantly on travel guides (72%) as a information source of ICT opportunities, followed by
tourist brochures (21%) and travel agents (18%). Travel magazines had a 14% share of the
information provision.xxvi Once in Australia, the majority of information on ICT opportunities
was obtained from visitor information centres (41%), brochures encountered in accommodation
houses (38%), guidebooks (35%) and other tourist publications (10%). Moreover, the study
found that once in Australia, overseas visitors interested in Indigenous issues found little
promotion of ICT at the domestic level.
In the light of the above, then, the general media (magazines, newspapers and television) only
reach a national audience. But to what extent are ICT opportunities actually portrayed in the
media? While television has a biased representation of Indigenous issues, xxvii anecdotal evidence
exists that notes that Indigenous Cultural Tourism products feature on television travel programs
such as Getaway and The Great Outdoors.xxviii The extent of ICT segments presented on these
programs has not been investigated. The same applies to the Australian print media. While the
bias of the Australian media has been examined xxix no systematic assessment of the coverage of
ICT has been carried out.

Methodology
The study reported here used a combination of quantitative
methodology (to determine the frequency of reporting and qualitative
methodology (limited content analysis) to identify and classify the
nature of the attractions reported. The public media data sets
chosen were drawn from the print media and television programming
(Table 1). The raw data utilised here were collected by LC as part
of her Honours thesisxxx and subsequently fully reanalysed and
reinterpreted

Sampling frame
The sampling strategy for the print media covered daily newspapers
of national, of state and of regional coverage, with the aim of
assessing the generalist ‘daily fare’ of travel information as
provided alongside news and advertising. The weekly and monthly
7

magazines were targeted to cover various general and specific market
segments (women, motorist, ‘outdoors,’ luxury travellers etc).

National and Regional newspapers were chosen because they reach a wide audience in
Australia and are read regularly. The national newspapers either have truly national coverage (The
Australian Financial Review and The Australian) or, although predominantly state-based, are widely
available and have national significance (e.g. The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age). The regional
newspapers were selected based on their circulation numbers and their distribution footprint,
covering northeast Victoria (Border Mail), western Victoria (Bendigo Advertiser) and southwestern
Victoria (Warrnambool Standard).
The magazines were chosen for examination based on their published circulation figures as
well as based on interviews with several newsagents (to ensure that the magazines would cover
the specific audience targeted in this research). The general interest magazines were selected to
cover various elements of the market, drawing on a women‟s magazine (The Australian Woman’s
Weekly), a magazine targeting more affluent sectors of society (The Australian Financial Review
Magazine), a generalist motoring magazine sent to members of the National Roads and Motorists'
Association (NRMA) (Open Road), and an outdoor‟s interests publication (R.M. Williams Outback).
R.M. Williams Outback magazine was the most popular and pertinent travel related magazine
mentioned by all newsagents. Other popular travel titles were Vogue Entertaining and Travel,
Gourmet Traveller, Australian 4WD Monthly, Australian Traveller and Postcards. The latter two titles
had to be excluded from the examination as they had only been available for a short time, not
covering the complete sampling period of the calendar years 2003 and 2004.
< –– Table 1 about here –– >

Originally, five television travel programs were considered for analysis: Getaway, The Great
Outdoors, Destinations, Postcards and Coxy’s Big Break. Getaway and The Great Outdoors are programs
that present international and national tourism products to viewers and receive nation-wide
television coverage on channels Nine and Seven respectively. Of these, Channel Nine‟s Getaway
occasionally rates among the twenty most popular programs, based on viewing figures, reaching
an excess of one million viewers. xxxi On the other hand, Destinations, Postcards and Coxy’s Big Break
are programs that only offer Victorian tourism products to an audience in Victoria. Despite direct
contact with the production teams of all five programs, programming information could only be
sourced (via web sites) for Getaway and Postcards, incidentally both from the same Television
station.
< –– Figure 1 about here –– >

Sampling Period
The sampling period was set at the calendar years 2003 and 2004.
Choosing complete years allows negating the biases of seasonal
variations in travel reporting. As the data collection was carried
out in mid-2005, these data sets were the most recent available.

Data Collection
The newspapers and television programs published (aired) between
January 2003 and December 2004 were examined for i) the number of
Australian stories (segments) presented; ii) the number of ICT
stories (segments) presented; iii) the location of Australian
8

tourism products introduced in stories (segments); and iv)
location of ICT products introduced in the stories (segments).

the

To make the datasets derived from newspapers, magazines and television programs
comparable, the data extraction focused on the travel section. Each newspaper was thoroughly
examined to understand the weekly publication pattern and the travel section (in the majority of
newspapers were in the Saturday edition)xxxii was examined. The limitations of this approach are
that an occasional news item on an ICT attraction will have been overlooked. The limitation
applies also to non-travel television magazine shows, which may contain news items related to
ICT. The overall frequency of such topics is very low, however, and thus unlikely to skew the
results. Future qualitative research should look into the impact such general stories have on the
decision making of the public.
The examination of the newspapers and magazines was carried out through the examination
of physical copies or microfilms in public libraries and other depositories, while the content of
the television programs was examined based on the program summaries published by the
television station on the World-Wide Web.
Each of the print information sources was examined to establish how many articles dealt with
ICT. All headings of travel articles were scanned for trigger words, such as, „Aboriginal,‟
„Indigenous,‟ „Dreaming,‟ „Dreamtime‟ and „Cultural,‟ and all associated images were scanned for
representations of Indigenous people or rock art and the like. If is uncertain whether a particular
article concerned ICT, the entire article was read. To provide a context against the frequency of
ICT articles/TV segments could be assessed, the total number of articles/segments relating to
Australian destinations was also recorded.
The location of each ICT and Australian tourism product was recorded to understand how
many articles are presented about each state and territory. Articles relating to ICT were also
classified as to content type and the (column) length of the articles was measured (in mm) as an
estimate of the relative space devoted to the theme. Veal xxxiii shows that the media coverage of
selected topics can be studied quantitatively by measuring the column length devoted to the topic
in newspapers or the time devoted to the topic on television. As the data on television segments
were extracted from program summaries on the World-Wide Web, no publicly available data on
the relative duration of the segments exist.

Analysis
The broad results of the content analysis of the three media types
are summarised in Table 2. Television has the greatest frequency of
items on Australian destinations per issue/show. With 4.12 segments
per show, television outperforms print media at the ratio of 2.3 :1.
Intriguingly, the overall averages of both print media types
(magazines and newspapers) are very similar (1.72 vs. 1.78 items per
issue). Substantial differences, however, exist when considering the
Indigenous Cultural Tourism content in the three media types as a
subset of the coverage of Australian destinations. Here, magazines
are the most dominant with 5.1 % of all Australian travel stories
having an ICT content, followed by newspapers (2.3%) with television
following a distant third (0.8%). Once we consider the media types
in detail, the picture becomes more differentiated (Table 5) .
< –– Table 2 about here –– >
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Magazines
In total, 313 articles relating to Australian destinations appeared
in magazines with an average of 1.72 articles per issue (Table 3).
Magazines dedicated to travel within Australia (such as RM Williams
Outback and Australian 4WD Monthly) had the greatest number and
highest ratio of articles related to Australian destinations. The
more generalist travel magazines had a lesser ratio, followed by the
two general interest magazines, where Australian destination were
only very sparsely represented. This distribution pattern certainly
matches the expectations. What is surprising, however, is that this
pattern does not carry through when considering the frequency of
items on Indigenous Cultural Tourism. The two general interest
magazines again stand out, in this case by having not a single item
dedicated to ITC among them. The highest frequency of ICT items was
found in Vacation and Travel and Australian 4Wd Monthly, both of
which would carry an ICT item once in every four issues, followed by
RM Williams Outback which would carry an ICT item every eighth
issue. The picture changes once we consider the representation of
ICT items in terms of the overall Australian content. The magazine
Vacation and Travel, published quarterly, leads the field with 20%
of all Australian stories covering an ICT item, followed by the
motoring magazine Open Road, which carried ICT items as 10% of its
Australian tourism stories and then by Australian 4WD Monthly with
8.1%. The magazine dedicated to outback issues, on the other hand,
showed ICT items in only 2.1 % of its stories, which ranked it even
below the more upmarket travel magazines Vogue Entertainment &
Travel (5.6%) and Gourmet Traveller (5.6%).
< –– Table 3 about here –– >

Newspapers
A total of 1856 newspaper articles with Australian content could be
identified in the national, state and regional newspapers. As
mentioned, with 1.78 articles per issue the representation of
Australian content is quite similar to the magazines. On the
individual paper basis the frequency of Australian destination
content ranges from 3.49 items per issue (Herald Sun) to 0.21 items
(Financial Review). A more detailed perusal of the data, shows
substantial differences between the State papers on the one hand and
the National and the regional papers on the other (Table 4). The
state-based papers carry on average three times as much Australian
destination content compared to the regional papers and four times
as much as the national press.

That differential representation becomes somewhat understandable if we consider that the
national press has to cover all states and that because travel items are not news the papers have to
be more circumspect in selecting state-specific attractions. At the other end of the distribution
spectrum, the regional press, with its limited footprint, has only a limited number of topics and
destinations that it can address. Statewide papers on the other hand, have a much more free hand
10

in covering both state-based issues as well as national issues. Among the state-based papers, the
Herald Sun (Melbourne) and the Courier Mail (Brisbane) showed the greatest number of items on
Australian destinations, with The Age having the fewest.
When considering the percentage of items on Indigenous Cultural Tourism in the sample, the
difference between the three newspaper categories becomes negligible, however. Considerable
variation continues to exist at the individual paper level, with both Fairfax papers having a high
percentage of ICT items as part of their Australian tourism content (The Age 5%, Sydney Morning
Herald 4%), while one national (Financial Review) and one regional paper (Bendigo Advertiser) did not
have any ICT items in their travel pages.
< ––Table 4 about here –– >

Television
The two television shows had a comparable high frequency of segments
relating to Australian destinations (Table 5). While this can be
expected for the program ‘Postcards’ which focuses on Victorian
destinations, Getaway covers worldwide topics. Yet both had similar
average numbers of Australian destinations.
< ––Table 4 about here –– >

Comparison
Plotting the number of Australian items per issue/television show
against the percentage of ICT items among the Australian destination
content of the media source (Figure 2) shows a surprising
correlation: the more Australian segments per issue/show the less
the percentage of ICT content. This holds true for both the state
newspapers (r2=-9219 n=5) and the regional press (r2=-9918 n=3).
While
the
small
samples
caution
against
too
excessive
interpretation, the underlying trend seems clear: ICT has some
appeal and if the overall content is limited ICT stories have a
better chance of being represented.
< ––Figure 2 about here –– >

The previous observations raise some issues regarding the actual impact these magazines and
newspapers may have. While the study reported here did not address the issue of whether readers
actually saw or read the items on ICT, we can address some of the question by providing some
proxy information on the exposure the public may have received. This approximation can be
derived from factoring the total readership/viewership (based on 2005 circulation/audience
figures) per magazine, newspaper and television show into the equation. This provides an
„exposed person unit‟ per media source. A perusal of Table 6 shows that in terms of Australian
destination content the exposure provided by Channel Nine‟s Getaway and by the Herald Sun is by
far the greatest, exceeding in each case over 5 million units. This is followed by a group of
national and state-based papers. Specialist magazines have the smallest exposure rating.
< –– Table 6 about here –– >
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Differential Regional Coverage
Indigenous culture in Australia is extremely diverse. At the time of
contact there were over 600 distinct tribal groups.xxxiv Even today,
after over two centuries of genocide and political as well as
cultural colonialism, there remains a great diversity of Indigenous
cultural groups. In the public mind these communities are lumped
under the collective, and now derogatory term ‘Aborigines’ or
‘Aboriginal people’.xxxv Yet, if Indigenous Cultural Tourism shall
achieve its objective of furthering the appreciation for the
otherness of the host communities and respect for their cultural
identity, then the public needs to be cognisant that the collective
appellation ‘Aborigines’ is underselling the richness the various
cultures can offer. Research has shown that the general public has
preconceived ideas as to who is and who is not Indigenous, with
physical characteristics (skin colour and physiognomy) as well
residential criteria (‘desert’ vs. urban) playing a major role. xxxvi
The residential parameters are quite powerful, for example with a
publicly expressed view that there are no ‘real’ Indigenous people
left in south-eastern Australia.xxxvii Any marketing of south-east
Australian Indigenous Cultural Tourism products will have to
overcome such preconceptions—and thus will automatically place it at
a disadvantage to locales such as the Northern Territory which has
been successful in portraying itself as the desert country with true
Indigenous culture.xxxviii

Given the existence of such systemic biases it is worth exploring whether they are repeated in
the media coverage relating to Indigenous cultural tourism opportunities. The easiest and most
comprehensive way to achieve this was to classify each of the media items recorded for the first
part of the study as to the state of the destination.
Table 7 sets out the Australian destinations covered by the three main media sources by state
(graphed in Figure 3) compared to the actual percentage of ICT products available (see further
below for discussion of the latter aspect). While variations do exist in the media sources, there is
overall a relatively even spread across the eastern seaboard. As a whole, newspapers generally
represented each state and territory well, publishing a range of articles from different states
within Australia. However, NSW, Queensland and Victoria are represented a great deal more
than the other states. Considering that the newspapers and magazines selected for the study
originated from southeastern Australia, naturally the print information sources selected would
publish a higher number of Australian travel articles in the state in which their consumers live.
The other states, Northern Territory, South Australia, and Tasmania, were generally represented
evenly by the major newspapers. Western Australian and the ACT tourism products were
represented the least in newspapers. The low representation of tourism products in the ACT
could be due to the size and number of tourist locations available in that small area. NSW
destinations dominate among the television programs while Victorian destinations are over
represented in the newspapers and Western Australia has a high representation in magazines.
< ––Table 7 about here –– >

The results presented in Table 7 were potentially influenced by a couple of factors, chiefly the
origin of the newspapers examined. These include two Victorian focused newspapers (The Age
and Herald Sun), one New South Wales focused newspaper (Sydney Morning Herald), one
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Queensland newspaper (Brisbane Courier), one South Australian newspaper (Adelaide Advertiser),
two national newspapers (Australian Financial Review and Weekend Australian) and three regional
newspapers (The Border Mail, The Warrnambool Standard and The Bendigo Advertiser), two of which
are located in Victoria, and one on the Victorian/NSW border. Therefore, as five of the
newspapers sampled are published in Victoria, the results could be expected to be biased in
favour of Victorian focused articles. The potential regional bias is less pronounced among the
eight magazines examined, seven of which are available Australia wide and are not focused on
any particular area. Only The Open Road, published by the NRMA exhibited a regional bias (with
57.9% of all Australian destinations focussing on NSW; Table 3).
To quantify the possible parochial bias, all items on Australian destinations were reclassified
as either within or outside the state of publication of the newspaper/magazine. The percentage of
„local,‟ ie intra-state items, ranges from 66.6% as in the case of the Brisbane Courier Mail and 65%
as in the case of The Age, to 35.1% in the case of the Warrnambool Standard (Table 4). This bias of
course affects the reporting of those other states from which no capital city papers had been
sourced (Tasmania, Western Australia, ACT and the Northern Territory). The assumption that
the parochial bias would be more pronounced among regional than among state papers was not
borne out by the actual data.
The picture changes dramatically once we consider the spatial distribution of ICT articles
(Figure 4). Indigenous Cultural destinations in the Northern Territory dominate, with each of the
three media types dedicating 50% or more of their items to ICT opportunities in that state. Some
states, such as the ACT and Tasmania are not covered at all and others, such as South Australia,
New South Wales and Western Australia, are effectively underrepresented. Only Queensland and,
to a degree Victoria have some coverage (the latter possibly due to the prevalence of Victorian
media in the sample). The bias remains virtually the same if when we use the amount of column
length (in mm) dedicated to the stories rather the absolute number.
< ––Figure 3 about here –– >
< ––Figure 4 about here –– >

Conceptual Coverage
Having discussed the spatial variation in the coverage, let us now
assess the type of the Indigenous Cultural Tourism destinations that
have been covered by the media. All Indigenous destinations were
classified into a series of activity types that are set out in Table
8.

The majority of ICT articles in magazines related to Rock Art sites (43%). Newspapers
published a significantly smaller percentage of articles about Rock Art (11%) and tended to
publish a much greater variety of ICT articles. For example, community stays (16%), Indigenous
Art (9%) and Dance Performance (9%) represent a significantly high proportion of articles in
newspapers, but are not present at all in magazines. Articles published about Community Stays
describe an in-depth cultural experience. Indigenous art is also representative of the
contemporary Indigenous lifestyle. These two Indigenous experiences were not represented in
magazines suggesting the articles published in the magazines focus more on presenting the
history of the Australian Indigenous people than on contemporary in-depth ICT experiences.
18% of ICT articles published in magazines concerned Indigenous Tours, with Cultural Centres,
Festivals and General ICT articles making up the rest of articles presented. On the whole, the
total column length dedicated to the topics follows the pattern of the absolute numbers. The only
notable difference occurs among the magazines where two items on general ICT experiences take
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up disproportionately long space (Table 8). The average length on a newspaper article on ICT
items ranges from 141mm (dance performance) to 278mm (rock art).
< ––Table 8 about here –– >

The previous assessment treated all activities at the same level. Limited content analysis was
carried out to assess the extent to which ICT opportunities were described. An ICT article was
classified as „primary‟ if it entirely focused on ICT, while an article that mentions an ICT
operation or an article about an area that includes reference to the Indigenous tourism experience
in that area was classified as a „secondary‟ article. The differences between the media types are
evident in the data (Table 9). While both newspapers and television programs carry
predominately primary pieces focussing on one destination, the situation is reversed for the
magazines. The rationale for the latter is not totally clear, but may be the result of the
comparatively higher unit production costs of a magazine, necessitating a multi-message
approach.
< ––Table 9 about here –– >

Discussion
As could be shown in the preceding sections, ICT products figure
only little in the Australia travel media. On average, ICT items are
presented only once in every 25 newspaper issues, once in every 13
magazine issues and once in every 14 television shows (Table 2). The
reporting of ICT products makes up 5% of all Australian destination
content in magazines, 2.3% in newspapers and as little as 0.8% in
television shows. It can be posited that the underlying media bias
towards Indigenous issues is at fault.xxxix

In view of the racial anti-vilification laws in Australia xl the current Australian media are not
generally and overtly racist. Nonetheless, as Hartley & McKee observed, xli Australian media tend
to be biased against Indigenous issues in general through limiting coverage. Moreover, they also
tend to simply ignore the richness of Indigenous cultures by presenting Indigenous cultures in a
non-differentiated way. While this simplifies matters for many readers, it does a disservice to
Indigenous communities beyond those that the reader or viewer is familiar with. In the context
of Indigenous cultural tourism that can lead to the „seen one, seen them all‟ approach—which is,
of course a misconception. At present it takes the initiated visitor to appreciate the rich fabric of
Indigenous Australian cultures. The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Tourism Industry
Strategy xlii specifically attempted to rectify the situation that media and tourist campaigns portray
Australian Indigenous culture in a monolithic fashion. The strategy wished to “encourage use of
Torres Strait Islander imagery and regional Aboriginal themes as a replacement for images which
suggest a single Indigenous culture”. xliii While the media assessed for the present study do not
overtly present Indigenous culture as monolithic, the study has demonstrated a clear regional bias
among items featuring ICT: whereas all states are adequately represented in the general Australian
tourist product, the ICT content is strongly biased to ICT opportunities in the Northern
Territory.
Thus the question arises whether the observed predominance in reporting on of Northern
Territory destinations reflects the reality of tourism offerings or whether there is an underlying
media bias. As the newspapers analysed come from the outside the Northern Territory any local
bias in reporting caused by Territory papers can be excluded. Are there really five times more
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Indigenous Cultural Tourism opportunities/products on offer in the Northern Territory than in
the State of Victoria? To quantify the extent of the Indigenous Cultural Tourism Product in
Australia, three industry provider directories on the World Wide Web were accessed and the ICT
products on these pages quantified: the Aboriginal Tourism Marketing Association, the
Aboriginal Tourism Association and Aboriginal Tour Operators in Australia. xliv The geographical
spread of the actual products reveals that attractions exist in all states and that Northern Territory
attractions do not dominate (Table 7. Column: „Actual ICT Products‟). What is surprising at first
sight is the comparatively low percentage of ICT offerings in Queensland and the high
percentage of offerings in New South Wales and Victoria. This is particularly so if we consider
the distribution of Indigenous Australians according to census data xlv demonstrates that New
South Wales has a greater percentage of Indigenous people than ICT offerings. This imbalance is
even more pronounced in Queensland which has more than one quarter of the nation‟s
Indigenous population but only 9% of the product offerings. The inverse is true for Victoria,
where only 6% of the Indigenous population reside, but where 21% of the ICT products are
offered. The latter can be explained by the fact that the list of ICT products included on the
analysed pages covers Indigenous tours and attractions, but also Indigenous galleries that are
more prevalent in the metropolitan cities of SE Australia.
While the Northern Territory does show a greater percentage of ICT products compared to
its share of the Indigenous population (24% vs. 12%), that imbalance is nowhere near as
pronounced as in the media where the Northern Territory commands a market share of 50% of
all magazine articles and 57% of all television segments. So where does the differential
representation in the media come from? Why is the Northern Territory so popular with
journalists and editors?
When examining the imagery of the 1992 Australian Tourism Commission advertising
campaign Waittxlvi could show that the imagery of the outback was the predominant theme and
that “Indigenous people are presented as an integral element of the outback landscape.”
Although the data are now over a decade old, little seems to have changed in public perception.
The advertising campaign clearly played into preconceptions of Australia held by the Australian
and the international public. We must not underestimate the strength of outback imagery and its
associated mythology of the Indigenous person as the „noble savage,‟ as well as the mythology of
the outback as being the „real Australia‟ of the European settlers. xlvii The perception that „real‟
Indigenous experience can only be obtained in the Northern Territory has been reinforced by the
campaign, is still prevalent in public consciousness, and shapes tourist expectations. It is not
surprising then, that data presented in the International Visitor Survey xlviii show a close correlation
between the percentage of overseas visitors (by country) who visited the outback and those who
experienced Indigenous Australian craft and cultural displays (r 2=0.972) and visitors who visited
an Indigenous community (r2=0.985). The same applies to the domestic market. Likewise,
research into domestic demand for ICT products showed that the Northern Territory was by far
the preferred location for an ICT experience, followed by Queensland. xlix
The media analysis reported in this paper demonstrates that, strategic marketing aimed at
reinforcing cultural stereotypes works well for those communities that benefit from the
stereotypes, while those communities outside the stereotypical lens struggle to be seen and heard.
So who is at fault?
We need to consider the observations made above in the light of the strategies employed by
the various destination marketing organizations. Dore and Crouch looked at various mechanisms
with which destination marketing organizations attempt to attract visitors. l Hosting journalists is
a major plank of any strategy. Indeed, hosting visiting journalist programs and media
familiarisation tours were given the highest average importance rating (6.4 out of a maximum of
7), followed by trade shows (5.8) and trade familiarisation tours (5.4). Among the media targeted
by the destination marketing organizations print media figured highly. Of the 3645 journalists
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hosted by the ten National Tourism Organisations surveyed, 76% represented print media, 18.1%
television and the remainder other media, incl. radio and on-line.
It would appear from the above, that two key factors are at play: the underlying bias by the
general populace that „true‟ Indigenous culture only exists in the outback and the fact that the
cultural values of the tourism journalists shape the content rather than the community values. li

Implications
The study aimed at assessing the extent to which the media exposed
the average reader/viewer to ICT opportunities. Even though, with a
few exceptions, national domestic destinations figure at least once
in each issue/show, this does not carry though to ICT opportunities.
Overall the passive exposure to ICT was extremely low. If as found,
the news media do not service the needs of the ICT industry, it can
be surmised that unless parties actively seek out the information
through websites, guidebooks or visitor information centres, they
are unlikely to be stimulated into availing themselves to an ICT
experience.

The situation appears even bleaker if we consider the extent to which ICT opportunities
within the home state are being publicised. While the presentation of local, i.e. intra-state,
Australian content was quite high (tables 3-5), the well developed regional bias among ICT
opportunities meant that only 0.24% of all items on Australian content in Victorian newspapers
dealt with ICT opportunities in Victoria. The situation was worse in New South Wales where
none of the issues of the Sydney Morning Herald covered ICT opportunities in that state, and
marginally better in Queensland, where 1.5% of all items in the Courier Mail covered Queensland
ICT products.
Future research needs to look into the underlying reasons for this bias, through qualitative
research into the attitudes towards and knowledge of Indigenous Tourism Opportunities among
media staff—both writers and commissioning editors. Additional qualitative work should focus
on whether the general public is aware of ICT opportunities in their own state and to what extent
the disproportionate media reporting is reflected in public awareness/opinion. Qualitative work
might also explore which of the media types (newspapers, magazines, television) creates a greater
awareness of ICT opportunities in the general public, and which media types have a greater
credibility. Finally, a fruitful avenue of further exploration would be to examine the impact of
stories about ICT opportunities if printed in the general news section of papers as apposed to
stories printed in the travel pages.
Clearly, the current state of affairs does not service the needs and aspirations of the ICT
industry. In this discussion it is also important to recognise the size of the domestic market in
relation to existing opportunities. Setting aside the stated travel intentions of the public,lii the
sheer size of the potential market for each of the ICT offerings is worth considering. On the
national level the ratio was 165,885 citizens per ICT product. At the state level the ratio ranges
from 5,413 in the Northern Territory to 348,985 in Queensland (Table 10). Even if we limit each
State‟s population to the 40% of people interested in ICT and constrain the figures to those aged
between15 and 64 years of age, then on the national level the ratio comes in at 27,900 interested
citizens per ICT product with the SE Australian states having figures higher than the national
average. It is desirable for the ICT providers can convert these potential users into tangible
customers—but for this to be successful, the ICT sector will require media exposure.
Given the bleak status quo, the question must be posed: What can the industry sector do in the
to address the situation? At present, the media do not provide adequate coverage of in-state ICT
opportunities to the general public. Yet the travel pages/shows of the media in their capacity as
16

covertly induced information sources have a reasonable level of credibility with the public.
Marketing campaigns and advertising, as overtly induced information have a lesser credibility
with the general public liii and are thus less desirable. The problem faced by the ICT product
providers is quite clear: choose low-cost but low-volume exposure with some credibility, or
choose high volume but high cost exposure with low credibility.
From an economic and impact point of view, the first alternative is by far more the desirable.
But that will entail a fundamental change of attitudes in the minds of the journalists writing for
the print media and television. It is they that need to be appreciative of the fact that Indigenous
culture in Australia is not some monolithic entity but a rich and diverse fabric —and that that
„real‟ Indigenous experience can also be obtained in areas other than the Northern Territory.
One solution may well be to improve on the outcome through strategically targeting travel
journalists through hosting visiting journalist programs and media familiarisation events which
seem to offer the best returns. liv It is acknowledged that the cultural biases of the writers and
presenterslv will remain a hurdle—but that is one that can be overcome through careful media
handling and education. The strategic targeting of journalists would fall into the remit of the
individual product providers, who are also best positioned to promote their own values and
objectives, and would be most appropriate in projecting their own differing cultural identities to
the travel writers.
As many travel writers are free-lance journalists working on commissioned articles, it is
inevitable that the real powers are the editors and feature editors of metropolitan and regional
newspapers and magazines, and the executive producers of television programs. Targeting these
is more difficult, but ultimately probably much more rewarding in terms of positive returns. A
well predisposed editor will be more prepared to include Indigenous stories in his/her paper and
thereby improve the situation for the Indigenous community beyond the tourism sector. While
the strategic targeting of journalists should be responsibility of the individual providers, the
targeting of editors would fall into the remit of the major marketing organisations of the sector,
that is the Aboriginal Tourism Marketing Association, the Aboriginal Tourism Association and
Aboriginal Tour Operators in Australia.
On an informal level, it is in the interests of ICT providers to also work through established
business channels, such as the local Chamber of Commerce, to gain the ear of the business
community that benefits from the multiplier effect, and through them also target the editors.
One issue is certain: the media won‟t change on their own accord and the current low level of
reporting is poised to continue. Given the way newspapers are run these days, it is, unfortunately,
solely the responsibility of the ICT provider to generate conditions that are favourable for an
adjustment of the status quo. Each individual provider will need to assess whether such
investment in time and money is worth their while.

Endnotes
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Table 1. Sources assessed in the study
National Newspapers
The Weekend Australian, The Australian Financial Review
State-Based Newspapers with national distribution
NSW: The Sydney Morning Herald
Victoria: The Age (Melbourne), The Herald Sun (Melbourne)
Queensland: The Brisbane Courier
South Australia: The Adelaide Advertiser
Victorian Regional Newspapers
The Border Mail
The Warrnambool Standard
The Bendigo Advertiser
General Interest Magazines
General interest: The Australian Woman’s Weekly; The Australian Financial Review Magazine
General Motoring Interest: Open Road
General Australian Interest: R.M. Williams Outback
Specialist Magazines
Specialist Motoring Interest Australian 4WD Monthly
Specialist Travel Interest: Gourmet Traveller, Vacation and Travel, Vogue Entertainment and Travel
National Television Programs
„Getaway‟
Statewide Television Programs
„Postcards‟ (Victoria)
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Table 2. Overview statistics of articles relating to Australian destinations and ICT in 2003 & 2004 by media type

Title
Magazines
Newspapers
Television Programs

Items on
Australian
Destinations
313
1856
857

Items on
Avg nº of Indigenous
Australian
Cultural
items /issue Tourism
1.72
16
1.78
43
7
4.12

19

Avg nº of
ICT items
/issue
0.08
0.04
0.07

ICT items
in % of
Australian
items
5.1
2.3
0.8

Table 3. Overview statistics of articles relating to Australian destinations and ICT offerings in Magazines 2003 & 2004

Frequenc
Title
y
RM Williams Mont
Outback
hly
Australian
Mont
4WD Monthly hly
Australian
Gourmet
Mont
Traveller
hly
Vacation and Quart
Travel
erly
Mont
Open Road
hly
Vogue
Entertainment Mont
& Travel
hly
Financial
Mont
Review
hly
Australian
Women's
Week
Weekly
ly
TOTAL

Articles on
Australian
Destinations

Avg nº of
Articles on
Australian items Indigenous Cultural
/issue
Tourism

Avg nº of
ICT items
/issue

ICT
items
in %
of
Austr
alian
items

% of local
stories (instate)

146

6.08

3

0.13

2.1

n/a

74

3.08

6

0.25

8.1

n/a

37

1.54

2

0.08

5.4

n/a

10

1.25

2

0.25

20.0

n/a

20

0.83

2

0.08

10.0

57.9

18

0.75

1

0.04

5.6

n/a

4

0.17

0

0.00

0.0

n/a

4
313

0.04
1.72

0
16

0.00
0.08

0.0
5.1

n/a
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Table 4. Overview statistics of articles relating to Australian destinations and ICT offerings in Newspapers 2003 & 2004

Title
National
Financial
Review
Weekend
Australian
Subtotal
State
Sydney
Morning
Herald
Adelaide
Advertiser
The Age
The Herald
Sun
The Brisbane
Courier Mail
Subtotal

Frequenc
y
Weekl
y
Weekl
y

Weekl
y
Weekl
y
Weekl
y
Weekl
y
Weekl
y

Regional
The Border
Weekl
Mail
y
Bendigo
Weekl
Advertiser
y
The
Warrnambool Weekl
Standard
y
Subtotal
TOTAL

Articles on
Australian
Destinations

Avg nº of
Articles on
Australian items Indigenous Cultural
/issue
Tourism

Avg nº of
ICT items
/issue

ICT
items
in %
of
Austr
alian
items

% of local
stories (instate)
n/a

22

0.21

—

—

—

119
141

1.14
0.68

3
3

0.03
0.01

2.5
2.1

274

2.63

11

0.11

4.0

54.4

269

2.59

7

0.07

2.6

40.3

218

2.10

11

0.11

5.0

65.0

363

3.49

5

0.05

1.4

40.2

323
1447

3.11
2.78

7
41

0.07
0.08

2.2
2.8

66.6

89

0.86

1

0.01

1.1

47.2

122

1.17

—

—

—

54.9

57
268
1856

0.55
0.86
1.78

1
2
43

0.01
0.01
0.04

1.8
0.7
2.3

35.1

21

n/a

Table 5. Overview statistics of articles relating to Australian destinations and ICT offerings in Television Programs 2003
& 2004

Title
Getaway
Postcards *)
TOTAL

Segments
Avg nº of
Australian Australian
Destinaitems
Frequency
tions
/show
417
Weekly
4.01
440
Weekly
4.23
857
4.12
*) Focusses on Victoria only
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Segments
Indigenous
Cultural
Tourism
6
1
7

Avg nº of
ICT items
/show
0.06
0.01
0.00

ICT items
in % of
Australian
items
1.4
0.2
0.8

Table 6. Exposure to Australian and to ICT items in print media and television based on circulation/audience

Title
Open Road
Sydney Morning Herald
The Age
The Herald Sun
Getaway *)
The Brisbane Courier Mail
Adelaide Advertiser
Weekend Australian
RM Williams Outback
Australian 4WD Monthly
Vacations and Travel
Gourmet Traveller
Vogue Entertainment & Travel
The Border Mail
The Warrnambool Standard
Financial Review
Australian Women's Weekly
Bendigo Advertiser
Financial Review
Postcards

Avg nº of Exposure
Australian
to
FreCirculation
items
Australian
Medium
quency /Audience
/issue
items
Magazine
Monthly 1,650,000
0.83
1,369,500
Newspaper Weekly
880,000
2.63
2,314,400
Newspaper Weekly
730,000
2.1
1,533,000
Newspaper Weekly
1,520,000
3.49
5,304,800
Television
Weekly
1,350,000
4.23
5,710,500
Newspaper Weekly
614,000
3.11
1,909,540
Newspaper Weekly
577,000
2.59
1,494,430
Newspaper Weekly
423,000
1.14
482,220
Magazine
Monthly
69,942
6.08
425,247
Magazine
Monthly
32,808
3.08
101,049
Magazine Quarterly
30,000
1.25
37,500
Magazine
Monthly
78,522
1.54
120,924
Magazine
Monthly
48,402
0.75
36,302
Newspaper Weekly
26,361
0.86
22,670
Newspaper Weekly
13,230
0.55
7,277
Newspaper Weekly
273,000
0.21
57,330
Magazine
Weekly
615,139
0.04
24,606
Newspaper Weekly
14,176
1.17
16,586
Magazine
Monthly
84,073
0.17
14,292
Television
Weekly
no data
4.01
no data
*) Note that the average audience is lower
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Avg nº
of ICT
items
/issue
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.13
0.25
0.25
0.08
0.04
0.01
0.01
0
0
0
0
0.06

Exposure
to ICT
items
132,000
96,800
80,300
76,000
54,000
42,980
40,390
12,690
9,092
8,202
7,500
6,282
1,936
264
132
0
0
0
0
./.

Table 7. Breakdown of items by state in 2003 & 2004 (in % of each medium) compared to the actual availability of ICT
products by state (in % of all ICT products) and the Indigenous population (in % of 2001 census)
Items on Australian destinations
Items on ICT opportunities
Actual ICT
Indigenous
Magazine Newspaper Television Magazine Newspaper Television
Products
Population
ACT
0.3
1.0
0.2
—
—
—
—
0.9
NSW
21.3
18.8
37.6
18.8
—
—
19.4
29.4
NT
14.8
8.1
2.7
50.0
53.3
57.1
24.1
12.4
QLD
18.2
22.4
17.0
6.3
22.2
14.3
9.3
27.5
SA
12.7
10.3
9.2
—
6.7
—
7.4
5.6
TAS
4.5
6.1
9.0
—
—
—
2.8
3.8
VIC
11.0
28.8
16.3
18.8
8.9
14.3
21.3
6.1
WA
17.2
4.5
8.0
—
2.2
14.3
15.7
14.4
n
291
1756
412
16
45
7
108
458,200
Note: The difference in absolute numbers compared to tables 3-5 is caused by the omission of items that cover more
than one state.
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Table 8. Items on Indigenous Cultural Tourism destinations by type of activity
Category
Rock Art
General/Unspecific
Cultural Centre
Indigenous Tour
Community Stay
Festival
Bushtucker Tour
Dance Performance
Indigenous Art
ICT Industry (general)
Grand Total

absolute number of items
Magazine Newspaper Television
7
7
2
7
1
2
6
1
3
6
7
1
2
4
1
3
3
1
3
1
16
45
7

25

total length (mm)
Magazine Newspaper
2538
1945
1206
1685
682
1061
843
1290
1504
414
587
198
424
628
146
5683
9468

average length (mm)
Magazine Newspaper
363
278
603
241
341
177
281
215
215
207
147
198
141
209
146

Table 9. Classification of ICT articles (in %) as primary or secondary
Medium

Primary Secondary

N

Absolute number
Magazines
Newspapers
Television

31.3
75.6
71.4

68.8
24.4
28.6

16
45
7

Column length (mm)
Magazines
Newspapers

21.0
61.9

79.0
38.1

9029
6122
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Table 10. Ratio of Australian and Australian Indigenous residents (census 2001) per ICT product

NSW
NT
QLD
SA
TAS
VIC
WA
National

Australian
residents aged 15Australian
64yr per ICT
Indigenous
Australian
residents aged 15Product
residents per ICT residents per ICT
64yr per ICT
Interested in ICT
product
Product
Product
(40%)
6429
312634
210402
52601
2183
5413
3643
911
12545
348965
234853
58713
3211
182082
122541
30635
5758
150132
101039
25260
1215
207573
139696
34924
3891
61052
41088
10272
4243
165885
111641
27910
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Figure 1. Sampling Frame
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Average number of Australian items per issue
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Percent of ICT items among Australian destinations
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State
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Television

Figure 2. Correlation between the number of Australian items per newspaper issue/television program and the percentage of
ICT items among the Australian destinations covered
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Figure 3 Frequency (in %) of items relating to Australian destinations by media type and state in 2003 & 2004
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Figure 4 Frequency (in %) of items relating to ICT opportunities by media type and state in 2003 & 2004
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